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AN ENERGETICLY-AMAZING & UNUSUAL WINTER 
SOLSTICE GONG & SINGING CRYSTAL BOWL 

CONCERT WITH XYNCHRO™5D!! 
"BALANCING POLARITIES, A COSMIC EXPERIENCE" 

 
Quarterly Sacred Sound Celebration…             

Celestial Magnificence! 
 

First Spiritual Science Church,  3375 S. Dahlia St,  
1 block N. of Hampden,                                

approximately 1 mile west of I-25 & Hampden, 
www.FirstSpiritual.com/  

SUGGESTED LOVE OFFERING $25   -  
We welcome your  presence! 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 23, 2018      7:00 – 9:00PM  
Pre-registration is very much welcomed but not required. 

303.771.5622 
 If you can trust that you have come to this planet as a spiritual being 
to make a difference, then this gathering is for you. All attending come with the expectancy of 
higher help from higher dimensional sources to use sacred sound as a medium to quantumly 
shift the frequencies of the planet.  We truly welcome your participation to add to our own very 
focused and sacred intent!   
 

Bring pillow, mat and blanket to lie down on for the extended sound 
journey and optimal journeying…chairs also available for sitting journeying. 
Come early for optimal space. And be sure to bring all your friends! 

  
Facilitators: In our second opportunity to experience Xynchro™, at FSSC, we are 
joined by the geometric Xynchro™, wich anchors cosmic meditative energies to 
transport you safely to higher dimensions, returning refreshed and renewed. 
Xynchro™, is the creation of GW Hardin, www.gwhardin.com,  brilliant sacred geometry 
buff, mathematician, and angelic space holder  Biologically it assists our human form in 
elevating and remembering latent codes of the Divine. This gathering will be just one 

more opportunity to move into greater resonance with peace, love and harmony for yourself and the 
planet. 
            Al and Aurelia Taylor have been working with sacred sound for many years. Aurelia has 
remembrances of using sacred sound in shamanic and temple settings. If you haven’t experienced 
the WHALE tones of the gong, you are in for a treat! www.AureliaTara.com  AureliaTara@aol.com, 
303.771.5622  
     Jack Welker,, medicinejack@gmail.com, adds a tonal mix of the sacred conch, drum, bowls 
and fabulous toning and over-toning vibrations. Combine sacred intention 
with tones and it’s ‘lift-off” time. 
 Magaical Mary Schroeer, soundradiance1@gmail.com, will play 
the angelic alchemy crystal singing bowls.  The beautiful harmonies 
and sound vibrations allow deep, meditative states that bring healing and 
deep peace. 

TAMI HARMS



